June 20, 2006

The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert
Speaker of the United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker,

ASTRA, The Alliance for Science & Technology Research in America, strongly endorses three measures to be reported soon by the House Committee on Science – H.R. 5356, H.R. 5357 and H.R. 5358 — as well as the President’s American Competitiveness Initiative.

These bills would authorize appropriations for math and science education, teacher training and early-career research at the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy’s Office of Science. We ask that this legislation move expeditiously to the House floor for consideration and passage.

ASTRA has supported the goals expressed in these bills since its founding six years ago. We are encouraged by a renewed public emphasis linking federal investment in basic research for the physical, mathematical and computational sciences and engineering with U.S. innovation, competitiveness and our national security.

It is our hope that a bipartisan consensus can be maintained in advancing a pragmatic agenda for our innovation future.

If you need further information about ASTRA or our positions, please contact our Legislative Task Force Co-Chairmen Anthony Pitagno (American Chemical Society) at a_pitagno@acs.org; Christopher Mustain (IBM) at mustainc@us.ibm.com or ASTRA Executive Director Robert Boege at r_boege@adelphia.net
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